Dental Network Overview

Stratose Dental Solution

- Stratose works with a dozen national and regional dental PPO networks
- Complete Stratose dental offering includes approximately 82,500 belly buttons
- Stratose discounts average between 25-30%
- Stratose provides a nationwide aggregated dental network comprised of directly contracted dentists as well as affiliate network partners
- Stratose also provides dental claims re-pricing services
- Stratose acquired the Qualident and 4MOST Dental PPO networks in 2011

Stratose Dental Products

- Out-of-network dental cost management services
- National and regional PPO network solutions
- Direct provider contracting for highly utilized dentists
- Client-specific Analytics and Reporting

Bringing payors, dentists and patients together for the benefit of all.

Who is Stratose?

- Privately owned; based in Atlanta, GA
- Medical, dental, and workers’ compensation cost management
- Customized solutions include:
  • Proprietary and leased PPO networks
  • Direct provider contracting
  • Negotiation services
  • Business Analytics

Stratose Clients

- Medical-Dental carriers, including Blue Cross Plans
- Dental carriers
- TPAs
- Workers’ Compensation payors
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